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This study aims to document the value of manre saperra in terms of preserving and 
restoring noble values in regional culture as well as strengthening the character of the 
nation's children in facing globalization. Research method that is qualitative method 
that used as base of thought to solve problem which sourced from literature and 
information from informant. Quantitative methods are used to determine the selected 
alternatives based on qualitative dataThis research will be conducted in Luwu Utara 
District. The data source of this research is the ritual procession of manre saperra of 
North Luwu society. This documentary was made with the stages of data collection in 
the form of research observation, interview, literature study, and film compilation. The 
result of this research is by making a documentary about manre saperra procession, the 
society is expected to be more know and recognize and practice the values contained in 
manre saperra ritual so that this documentary film can be used as media of information 
and learning media for younger genres in knowing local culture.  
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Abstrak 
Penelitian ini bertujuan mendokumentasikan nilai manre saperra dalam hal 
melestarikan dan mengembalikan nilai-nilai luhur dalan budaya daerah serta 
penguatan karakter anak bangsa dalam menghadapi globalisasi. Metode penelitian 
yaitu metode kualitatif yang digunakan sebagai landasan pemikiran untuk memecahkan 
masalah yang bersumber dari literatur dan informasi dari informan. Penelitian ini akan 
dilaksanakan di Kabupaten Luwu Utara. Sumber data penelitian ini adalah prosesi 
ritual manre saperra masyarkat Luwu Utara. Film dokumenter ini dibuat dengan 
tahap-tahap pengumpulan data berupa penelitian (observasi), wawancara (interview), 
studi literatur, dan penyusunan film. Hasil penelitian ini adalah Dengan dibuatnya film 
dokumenter tentang prosesi manre saperra, masyarakat diharapkan bisa lebih 
mengetahui dan mengenal serta mengamalkan nilai-nilai yang terdapat pada ritual 
manre saperra sehingga film dokumenter ini dapat dijadikan media informasi dan 
media belajar bagi genrasi muda dalam mengenal budaya lokal. 
 
Kata kunci: pemertahanan, manre saperra, film dokumenter 
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I. Introduction 
Society is a constant unity of people living in certain areas and cooperates in groups 
based on the same culture to achieve common interests. A society may be an integrated 
organism if it has the same culture. The same culture is something passed down from 
generation to generation, or something that is programmed into a mutual agreement for the 
future (Istanto in Suparman, 2014, pp. 164). 
Oral tradition as part of local wisdom that can be considered as the reality of 
alternative cultural values in global life is in two cultural systems that must be maintained 
and developed, namely national cultural system and local cultural system. The value of 
national culture is generally applicable to all nations, as well as beyond any local cultural 
bond. The values of certain local wisdom will partner with Indonesia because it is 
combined with other values that are actually inherited from local cultural values. 
The preservation of oral traditions is rooted in the pattern of local cultural-based 
learning in the sense that the curriculum should provide students with an opportunity to 
learn from local and national oral traditions of important values contained in the oral 
tradition of each region. The curriculum should also provide the opportunity for students to 
participate in developing the values conveyed within the local and national oral traditions 
into the cultural values used in everyday life and to be a further developed value for life in 
the future. 
In addition, the problem in the oral tradition of Tana Luwu tradition is the 
unavailability of facilities in the introduction of the existence of oral tradition in Tana 
Luwu. This can also be seen from the absence of a form of promotion regarding the 
introduction of oral literature both in print and visual form, which in fact is an asset that 
needs to be maintained and developed to preserve the oral tradition of Tana Luwu. 
On the preservation of oral tradition can reveal the values through the documentary 
needed to select various things that can be selected as material. A documentary program is 
in the form of objective facts, but still the element of subjectivity is unavoidable and 
wrongly involved in reality. 
Based on the above explanations become the foundation of the authors to conduct this 
research in terms of documenting and strengthening the character of the nation's children 
and the planting of literary values through documentary film about the wealth of oral 
tradition of Tana Luwu With the aim that the community can better know the existence 
and description of cultural activities and customs that exist in Tana Luwu, and also can 
instill a sense of concern to the people of Luwu in particular and to the general public in 
general in order to maintain and preserve the various local wisdom about the existing Tana 
Luwu overall. In addition, it is also expected to convey the message and give the 
impression of a good thing to the community, so that a positive response is expected to be 
obtained after the audience watching this documentary. 
Based on the above background, the problem formulation in this research is how is the 
preservation of Tana Luwu oral tradition? 
 
II. Research Methods 
Plan or Planning Plan the course of research to be implemented is as follows 
Preparation Phase:  
1) Production preparation, interview guidance and scale of concept evaluation are 
prepared which is validated by the validator team 
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2) Maturation of research plan 
3) Selection of research area in accordance with predetermined criteria. 
a. Implementation of Research 
Implementation of the research is done by coming directly to the location that has 
been established to conduct research and data collection to support in the process of 
making a documentary film. 
b. Completion of Research 
Completion of research done by processing and analysis of data that have been 
obtained, then done preparation in the form of research report 
 
III. Results And Discussion 
A. Research Result 
In this research, the documentary film was chosen as a medium for preserving the oral 
tradition of Tana Luwu to facilitate the Luwu people to know the oral tradition with new 
means. Documentary films are capable of mediating phenomena and pouring them into 
audio-visual materials to make them more easily captured and understood by the public. 
The preservation of the oral tradition that documenter films mediate through its strengths 
in images and sounds that people can easily understand and digest, this will increase the 
interest of the community to keep and recognize the values of oral tradition. The use of 
visual language is reinforced by narrative descriptions into an effective communications 
unit to lead the community in understanding the values or uses of the oral tradition. The 
author sees that the preservation of a tradition depends not only on the persistence of a 
tradition but rather on the public awareness of the implementation of the values of the 
benefits contained in a tradition. Documentary films become a tool in society to 
understand and practice the values of an oral tradition, in the practice of oral tradition 
contains many values and benefits that directly have implications against the pattern of 
community life. In the oral tradition the pattern governing the social life is reflected in an 
oral tradition as the inheritance of the grandmothers of the monster. 
The development of multimedia today has a positive impact for the development of 
the world of communications, business, and industry. Multimedia becomes one of the 
media that is effective enough to convey information to the public. In addition, through the 
incorporation of graphic arts, text, audio, and video, making multimedia can invite 
audiences with the approach of the sense of sight, the sense of hearing, as well as the 
imagination of society. This of course will support the process of clarity of information 
delivery to target audiences. Furthermore, multimedia can also stimulate target audiences 
to better understand the information conveyed (Mulyana, 2008, p. 57). 
Documentation of oral tradition was conducted in the Tana Luwu area. Based on the 
documentation results, documentation of the manre saperra procession was carried out in 
Pattimang area of Luwu Utara Regency held by Luwu unity. Based on the findings in this 
research, the procession of manre saperra became the recommendation of reconciliation 
for the entire quartet of Luwu unity. In this study using a new tool in the defense of local 
culture, the suggestion used is through audio visual media in this documentary. The 
research refers to previous research conducted by Bayu and Brata, both of which have 
relevance, their relevance to previous research is to examine the oral tradition by using the 
means of documentary film as a medium of delivering information about oral traditions 
that exist in each area of research. 
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B. Discussion   
The documentary film media is able to accommodate diverse opinions on how 
traditions can be preserved and various objectives are likely to be achieved. The film itself 
is a medium that can communicate information and typing the selected film genre is 
documentary then the dramatic bond of a documentary will be visible thick. This is in line 
with what is done by the researcher that in execution of oral tradition of Luwu society in 
this case Manre Saperra have certain pattern which equalize. The equations of such 
patterns are various with others. From the various preparations prepared in such a way, it 
passes through some of the processes for which the present genre is hard to understand 
because it does not get an explanation that can be understood by logic. 
In the implementation of this Maner Saperra will begin with mappanynyoko rakki 
(confronting raki). Rakki is a decorated stretcher, containing a variety of cuisines and 
meals of each customary stakeholder from all of Luwu's entities in turn. This indicates that 
the diversity of the people of Luwu does not become one that distinguishes one society 
with another. 
After confronting the shelves of each member of the Luwu unity, all elements 
representing the Luwu Union then confronted their shelves before Datu Luwu, among 
others, to show their presence in the pickle. In the Manre Saperra procession each member 
of the Luwu Unity gathered in the procession as a form of appreciation for Datu Luwu. 
The procession of Manre Saperra became an arena for the strengthening of fraternal 
fraternity of Luwu people. 
Each custom stake holds a pair of roasted and male roasted chicken and a plate of 
sticky rice and an egg. A pair of chicken and an egg represents the offering and the 
participation of the entire quwala within the custom stakeholder. 
In the execution of this procession Manre Saperra there is a unique thing found in the 
procession that everyone is prohibited from eating food / cooking from his own shelves, 
this indicates that the value of fraternity is maintained in this procession as a form of 
embodiment of the values contained in the implementation procession manre saperra. 
therefore, the rakki arrangement is regulated by the customary area officers of the Luwu 
customary council. In the process of setting rakki arranged by someone who has been 
given the task, this symbolizes that in the unity of Luwu the justice system is highly 
esteemed more in terms of implementation of this procession. 
Based on the views of the resource persons, he believes that it is an effort to keep 
them alive and feel that the people of other villages are our brothers because they have 
eaten our food, and vice versa, we have eaten their food, so clashes or brawl will not 
happen. 
Based on Luwu customs in this case the adat council will exchange rakki from palili 
who had been involved in the dispute as a symbol of peace. Thus, the dispute among them 
is deemed to have been completed because there is a living assumption in the Luwu 
society that if a person has drunk water, when eating food from another person, then there 
can be no more bad intentions among them. 
 
1. Message Manre Saperra 
One of the messages of this event is to carry out reconciliation or forgive each other 
and at the same time renew or re-establish the brotherhood among all Kuwala in the unity 
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of Luwu as a self-awareness that all beings on this earth are sourced from one creator so 
we must keep each other and respect each other. 
After the opening procession on the sera manre, then the next event which will be 
executed after the mamre saperra implementation is the mattona event or to serve the meal 
to the attendees according to custom procedures that apply to the customs of Kedatuan 
Luwu. In the customary Luwu custom order there is a provision that if Datu Luwu has 
accepted all the procedures for treating his tea, no one should protest the ordinance of 
treatment. This shows that a Datu in the genealogy of Kedatuan Luwu has the privilege of 
being a Datu or a Leader of the Unity. 
In addition, there is a provision that the most recent Datu Luwu is served and no one is 
allowed to stop eating before Datu Luwu finishes dining. Based on the custom in the 
procession of Manre Saperra, all the audiences as well as all the indigenous stakeholders 
of Luwu Unity hope that Datu Luwu will eat for as long as possible in order to allow all 
attendees to eat. Based on the source point of view that this customary rule teaches us that 
in the implementation of this manre saperra procession the whole society is expected to 
enjoy all the serving presented in this procession of manre saperra. 
After Datu Luwu dish was served by 12 waiters and then Datu started to taste the 
meal, the manre saperra event started. Sapera is a white cloth stretched as a food base 
eaten together that symbolizes the sacred inner bond between Datu Luwu and all its 
people. 
Next, guests and attendees will be entertained by a palace dance called a bamboo ballo 
jamb which means guardian of the contents of the king / nobleman's house. So bone balla 
guardians means dances that can only be done by the nobility. After bone balla dance 
dance will be followed by a dance that became the closing of the series of manre saperra 
event that is sanjo dance. 
2. Revitalization 
Discussing local culture, broadly speaking, is said by Judistira (2008, p. 113) that 
local culture is not only revealed from the form and statement of the sense of beauty 
through artistry; but including all forms, and the ways of behaving, acting, and the mind-
patterns that lie far behind what appears to be. The spread of foreign culture that is packed 
with communication media makes the existence of local culture easily forgotten by the 
younger generation in Indonesia. Culture from abroad into public consumption adopted by 
the younger generation generally at the level of students. At least the initial step for the 
effort of introducing its own local cultures should be pursued by the concept of delivery in 
the field of education that is easily accepted by future generations. One effort to preserve 
local culture through learning resources in the field of education whose hope can provide 
an understanding of the cultural results local to the learners. Sustainability is characterized 
by the cultural inheritance and character possessed by society and nation. Therefore, 
education is the process of cultural inheritance and character of the nation for the younger 
generation and also the process of developing the culture and character of the nation to 
improve the quality of life of society and nation in the future. 
The concept of revitalization is also expressed by Sibarani (2004, p. 30) which states 
that the revitalization of culture is a process and effort to vitalize culture in people's life or 
attempt to make culture become something very important in people's life. Culture should 
be part of its supporting community. Local cultures should be cultivated to be useful in 
human life to better prosper the community. 
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Astra (in Majid, 2009, p.19) further asserted that the revitalization functioned to 
strengthen national identity, which includes historical awareness plays an important role in 
nurturing the identity and identity of the nation so that the appreciation of togetherness in 
the past can generate a sense of ownership of wisdom local. In addition, unity and unity 
will continue to be preserved in preparing for the future without leaving the noble values 
passed down by the generation of the predecessors. The idea of revitalization contains a 
clear mind that posits a positive view of some of the strategies of the strength of local 
wisdom in the face of the swift currents of globalization. 
Ardana (2004, pp. 91-92) considers the policy of preserving local cultural values 
trapped on political idiom issues, with no real application, this is seen when local cultural 
values are still relevant in addressing global issues eventually extinct. The enormous 
centralization of power left the government in the past suffering "paranoia" against 
anything that was deemed incompatible with national policy. The preservation of 
indigenous and local cultural values is more of a top-down issue in terms of power 
conservation efforts 
3. Documentary Film 
Documentary films can reveal objective facts that are presented based on essential and 
existential values, which are about life, the environment, and a real something. This 
fundamental view of understanding raises the potential of the documentary itself to be able 
to explore, present, discuss, and give new discourse on the various values that exist in 
society. Documentary films try to present a real (realist), though in this case to point 
something objectively is almost impossible. 
One of the utilization of multimedia in delivering information to the public is through 
documentary. Easily, a documentary can be interpreted as a movie that is not fun, a serious 
movie, sometimes meant to teach something (Aufderheide in Fauzi). In other literature it is 
said that the documentary is one of the world's reports (Rollyson in Fauzi). 
In its development, the year (2004) was touted as "The Year of Documentary" 
(Schechter, 2007, p. 54). It emerged as a form of the desire of the media creators to present 
an alternative delivery of information to the public. In fact, there is a prediction that five or 
ten more people will be willing to come to the movies just to watch a documentary film 
(Schechter, 2007, p. 55). 
The documentary is one of a kind of film that is an actual creative report based on 
reality, in accordance with the statement of Heinich et al (Munadhi, 2008, pp. 117) 
documentary is a film based on facts rather than fiction abunt also fix facts or do trickery 
or counterfeiting of factual events, and important patterns in the documentary illustrate the 
problems of a human life. 
The documentary production process is basically no different from the film production 
process in general. There are three stages in the filming of documentaries, namely Pre 
Production, Production, and Post-Production (Ludiro, 2011, p.5). In the Pre Production 
stage, the film performers determine the idea to be poured in the form of a documentary. In 
addition, at this stage the actors of the film also perform the preparation of scripts and 
recording shooting 
4. The Hegemony Theory 
Foucault's idea of discursive formation explores the relationship of knowledge and 
power. There is no power without knowledge, otherwise there is no knowledge without 
any power to support it (Foucault, 1977). Furthermore, Foucault offers three disciplinary 
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concepts, namely (1) the sciences that place the subject as the object of investigation; (2) 
the practice of separation that separates the sane from the mad, between the criminal and 
the law-abiding citizen, and between comrades and opponents; (3) the self-employed 
technologies that individuals use to transform themselves into subjects (Barker, 2004, pp. 
107). 
Through hegemony, people's worldviews and beliefs will be influenced and thus lose 
their critical awareness of the existing system. This implies that the ruling class gives 
freedom to the oppressed group in expression. However, in fact it is a strategy applied by 
the ruling group so there is no pressure for the oppressed. Hegemony is a order or way of 
life and the thinking of a particular group becomes dominant, that is a concept of reality 
that is disseminated throughout society in all institutional and personal life that affect all 
taste, morality, custom, principle, religion and politics, and all social relations especially in 
the intellectual and moral sense (Fakih, 2000) so that with the hegemony of local culture 
there will be a shift in local cultural order, this occurs with the hegemony of mass culture. 
 
IV. Conclusion  
After the authors conducted the study with the discussion through observation, 
literature study, interviews and documentation about the preservation of oral traditions of 
the people of Luwu then the conclusion of this research is the procession of manre saperra 
is implemented as a form of mapplesso samaja or vow which can also called feces is an 
important part in spiritual life and trust society supporting Galigo culture. The 
implementation of this procession of manre saperra as a form of rikonsiliasasi between 
Luwu people, strengthen the rope of brotherhood to eliminate the conflicts between 
residents in Luwu area. Form of preservation of Tana Luwu oral tradition through 
documentary film, documentary film was chosen as a medium of preservation of Tana 
Luwu oral tradition to facilitate Luwu society to know oral tradition with new means. 
Documentary films are capable of mediating phenomena and pouring them into audio-
visual material. The preservation of oral traditions that documenter films try to mimic 
through their strengths in images and sounds that are easily understood and understood by 
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